Model M&P15 MOE Mid

SKU: 811054
Model: M&P15 MOE Mid
Caliber: 5.56 mm NATO
Capacity: 30 Rounds - Detachable Magazine
Action: Semi-Auto
Barrel Length: 16” (40.6 cm)
Barrel Twist: 1 in 8” 5R Rifling
Front Sight: M4 A2 Post
Rear Sight: Folding Magpul® MBUS
Overall Length: 37” Extended/33.75” Collapsed
Stock: Magpul® MOE
Weight: 6.54 lbs. (2,966.5 g)
Barrel Material: 4150 CMV
Barrel Finish: Durable Corrosion Resistant
Receiver Material: 7075 T6 Aluminum
Receiver Finish: Hard Coat Black Anodized
Polymer Comp Finish: Flat Dark Earth
Chromed Comp: Gas Key, Bolt Carrier
UPC Code: 022188148985
Launch Date: January 2012

Availability subject to applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations, and ordinances.
Smith & Wesson
Model M&P15 MOE Mid
MAGPUL SPEC SERIES

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Mid-Length Gas System
  - Results in lower recoil and better accuracy providing higher 2nd shot hit probability
- Official Smith & Wesson/Magpul® Co-Branded, Forged Lower Design
  - Similar Characteristics to the Original Billet Design
  - Flared Magwell for Improved Magazine Insertion
  - Forward Serrated Edge of Magwell for Increased Weapon Control
  - Integrated Trigger Guard Design for improved ergonomics and use with a gloved finger without having to manipulate the trigger guard out of the way prior to usage
  - Finger shelf for increased ergonomic indexing of trigger finger, located on both sides for right and left handed shooting
  - Sharp design lines adding to the aesthetics of the lower receiver
- The Art of Tactical Carbine Volume I & II DVDs - From Magpul Dynamics
  - Live fire class instruction
  - Basic fundamentals to dynamic stress situations
  - Shows real students and advanced shooters from industry, Law Enforcement and Military
- Patent-Pending, Smith & Wesson Enhanced Flash Hider
  - Reduces flash signature significantly
  - Directs gases and sound forward and away from the shooters
  -Eliminates secondary flash/streak

- 16” Barrel
  - 1 in 8” twist
  - 5R Rifling
  - Durable Corrosion Resistant Finish
  - 4150 CMV
- Chromed-Lined Bolt Carrier and Gas Key
- Magpul® MVG (Vertical Grip)
- Magpul® MOE Grip
- Magpul® MOE Buttstock
- Magpul® MOE Handguard
- 30 Round PMAG® Magazine
- Folding Magpul® Rear Sight MBUS
- M4 - A2 Post Front Sight

Availability subject to applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations, and ordinances.
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